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Guess the Dictator/Sit-Com Character

www.smalltime.com/dictator.html
Who are the most popular characters? Check out the Guess the Dictator Most Wanted
page. Can I play without javascript/css/etc? There is a simple version of the game ...

Guess The Number with Add and Subtract | FunBrain

www.funbrain.com/guess2/index.html
Guess the Number in this addition and subtraction game for kids with FunBrain. The
FunBrain Magician will give you a hint if you get it wrong... play for free online ...

Guessing - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guessing_game
A guessing game is a game in which the object is to use guessing to discover some
kind of information, such as a word, a phrase, a title, or the identity or location ...

Free Kids Games -- National Geographic Kids

kids.nationalgeographic.com/games
Play cool games! ... © 1996-2015 National Geographic Society. © 2016 National
Geographic Partners, LLC.

Guess 2/3 of the average - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guess_2/3_of_the_average
In game theory, "guess 2 / 3 of the average" is a game where several people guess
what 2 / 3 of the average of their guesses will be, and where the numbers are ...

Combination Lock - Math Games - Maths Game - Number â€¦

www.combinationlock.com
Unlimited free number puzzles and number games using a combination lock.Test your
math and logic skills by solving the clues to open the combination lock. Includes ...

guess Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary

dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/guess
guess meaning, definition, what is guess: to give an answer to a particular question
when you do not have all the facts and soâ€¦. Learn more.

Flag Game - Flags of The World

www.flag-game.com
Educational Flag Game to allow player to guess the name of the country based on clues
which include; capital, continent, neighbors, map outline, currency & anthem.

Track and Field guess the word Game | What2Learn

www.what2learn.com/track-and-field-guess-the-word-game
Track and Field guess the word Game. This game will develop and test your
knowledge of a number of facts about track and field. After playing this game you â€¦

Checkers Game - Math is Fun

www.mathsisfun.com/games/checkers-2.html
Checkers Game. Drag and Drop. Blue goes first. For a double jump, drag and drop twice.
Also called "Draughts".
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